
 

WiFiSKY Two-Way Wireless USB Adapter

May 26, 2016 The realtek rtl8188cuchip consists of the following four modules. We keep the biggest
module and choose the SoC register of it to explain the mechanism of the largest module. For the module

of 8188 in 16mm, we first explain the module of 8188 in 2mm. We also explain the mechanism of the
8188 module in the future. The SoC register of 8188 consists of the following eight modules. The 8188

module is a microcontroller unit. A microcontroller consists of hundreds of similar chips called functional
units, memory units, and I/O units. Each chip has its own register. If you want to obtain a register value,

you must read this chip’s register first, then you can obtain the register value. The eight modules are
described as follows. 1) Register name:8188 -0x01FF 2) The contents of the register are described in

section 2.5 3) Registers description 4) Registers description 5) Registers description 6) Registers
description 7) Registers description 8) Registers description 9) Registers description 10) Registers

description 11) Registers description 12) Registers description We select the first 8 of the 16 registers of
the 8188 chip to describe its whole mechanism. The 16 registers of the 8188 chip can be divided into two
groups. The first group consists of the first 8 registers, and the second group consists of the remaining 8

registers. The first group is called the general registers, and the second group is called the special registers.
We select the first 8 registers of the general group to describe the function of the 8188 chip. The function

of the 8188 chip is the network chip. 1)Registers description 2)Registers description 3)Registers
description 4)Registers description 5)Registers description 6)Registers description 7)Registers description

8)Registers description 2.1. Interface Unit 2.2. Receiving Unit 2.3. Transmitting Unit 2.4. Image
Processing Unit 2.5. The following functions can be performed by the 8188 Registers 2.5.1. Miscellaneous

functions 2.5.2. Interrupt Handling
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Bluetooth Wireless Adapter with 10dBi omni directional antenna. Driver and Software CDs. Bluetooth is a
short-range wireless technology, developed by the Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG), originally
intended to provide a low-cost wireless technology for personal area networks (PANs) and other low-
power applications. Manufacturer: WiFiSKY, Model: Wifisky 2000mw,Sub-Model: wifisky-na, Package:
Pack-Wifisky2-USB-WiFi Jun 3, 2013 Driver & Manual & CD Firmware CD . Firmware CD: (CD-ROM
or DVD). This is the driver CD. It will give you the most efficient transmit power for all the antennas in
your WiFiCard. Using the firmware CD, you can get the best performance. Manual CD: The manual CD.
This CD contains the detailed technical specification. Jun 3, 2013,Bluetooth 2.0 (Eagle), Model#wifisky-
na, OEMID#:DH00015, Revision:7.0.00.33,
Serial:DH00015\6300:0624:0963,SoftwareCD:DH00015\WIPI-CD\81D60.zip,Brand:wifisky. Bluetooth
Wireless Adapter with 10dBi omni-directional Antenna. The manual CD. Manual CD: The manual CD.
This CD contains the detailed technical specification. Bluetooth is a short-range wireless technology,
developed by the Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG), originally intended to provide a low-cost wireless
technology for personal area networks (PANs) and other low-power applications. Manufacturer:
WiFiSKY, Model: Wifisky 2000mw,Sub-Model: wifisky-na, Package: Pack-Wifisky2-USB-WiFi. Aug
12, 2012 WifiCarrier: laptop, pc, iphone , ect. It will not work in smartphones. Driver: The Driver CD.
You need the driver to install this WiFi card. Manual: The Manual CD. This CD contains the detailed
technical specification. Introduction of Wifisky 2000mw USB WiFi Long Range Adapter. WifiCarrier:
laptop, pc, iphone 55cdc1ed1c
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